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Are You Ready to Shift?
December 31, 2020 - Tampa, FL - LinktoEXPERT and WGSN-DB Going
Solo Network have created an alliance to make it easy for entrepreneurs to
make a shift! They make it easy to be seen on stages, heard on internet radio
and podcasts, which results in them being known as the expert.
Are you ready to shift?
It’s difficult for entrepreneurs to create products and services that are
essential or desired in the marketplace and then to figure out how to mass
produce them, with quality. They run into things like how will they distribute
their solution all while making sure the customer satisfaction ratings stay up
which, in turn, sells more.
Entrepreneurs that want to be known as the expert realize they have many obligations and are glad to delegate
some of their responsibilities. For example, having time to network consistently/build their list to market their
solutions to ideal prospective clients. Plus build the technology to sell/distribute their products and services.
LinktoEXPERT’s Collaborative Cloud Community helps elevate their status. They realize by joining an everexpanding, unique database exchange of professionals can assist in getting products and services to market fast
and with less effort. They also take advantage of the media affiliates within the Community to expand their
reach.
LinktoEXPERT is proud to collaborate with WGSN-DB Going Solo Network. Together, we reach more
prospective clients with live streaming radio, TV and podcasts - broadcasting your personal journey, talents,
credentials and achievements to tens of thousands of professionals! When prospective clients learn about your
education, experience, and expertise, it is easy for them to know if you are the best possible candidate for their
project(s), immediately. Are you ready to shift now?
About LinktoEXPERT – Imagine being known as the authority in your field. Together, we elevate you to
celebrity status by magnifying your message, amplifying your brand which makes you a media magnet. The
results: you and your expertise are seen, heard and known worldwide consistently.
About WGSN-DB Going Solo Network, Live, Streaming Radio, TV & Podcasts – #1 Internet Singles Talk
Network. Through live streaming radio, TV and podcasts, we bring life issues to you with our variety of show
topics, awesome local and international featured guests and expert hosts. Are you looking for a marketing
connection? Popular shows include, Going Solo with Cece Shatz, highlighting everything about and for singles,
WGSN-DB Authors Corner/Meet the Author Show and WGSN-DB Business Showcase Show, which highlights
authors and business leaders’ personal journey, products and services creating a true relatable connection and
experience with our avid 200,000+ listeners locally and worldwide with a link for your website.

